Wearable Egocentric Camera as a Monitoring Tool of Free-living Cigarette Smoking: A Feasibility Study.
Wearable sensors may be used for the assessment of behavioral manifestations of cigarette smoking under natural conditions. This paper introduces a new camera-based sensor system to monitor smoking behavior. The goals of this study were a) identification of the best position of sensor placement on the body, and b) feasibility evaluation of the sensor as a free-living smoking-monitoring tool. A sensor system was developed with a 5MP camera that captured images every second for continuously up to 26 hours. Five on-body locations were tested for the selection of sensor placement. A feasibility study was then performed on ten smokers to monitor full-day smoking under free-living conditions. Captured images were manually annotated to obtain behavioral metrics of smoking including smoking frequency, smoking environment, and puffs per cigarette. The smoking environment and puff counts captured by the camera were compared with self-reported smoking. A camera located on the eyeglass temple produced the maximum number of images of smoking and the minimal number of blurry or overexposed images (53.9%, 4.19% and 0.93% of total captured, respectively). During free-living conditions, 286,245 images were captured with a mean (±standard deviation) duration of sensor wear of 647(±74) minutes/participant. Image annotation identified consumption of 5(±2.3) cigarettes/participant, 3.1(±1.1) cigarettes/participant indoors, 1.9(±0.9) cigarettes/participant outdoors; and 9.02(±2.5) puffs/cigarette. Statistical tests found significant differences between manual annotations and self-reported smoking environment or puff counts. A wearable camera-based sensor may facilitate objective monitoring of cigarette smoking, categorization of smoking environments, and identification of behavioral metrics of smoking in free-living conditions.